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Instruction Manual
Warning : Protect Board from electrostatic discharge. Ground yourself before handling.
Protect bottom of board from shorting against anything metal. If using the corner holes to mount the board, be
sure to use insulated washers between the board and mounting area.

e
The Model# S-N-S1 Pre-Timed Federation Starship LED Flasher Board makes accurizing your
model easy.
Designed with the user in mind, this board is pre-timed accurately to movies of several starship
navigation and strobe light settings, selected by a simple dipswitch.
Pre-Timed for :
NCC-1701 TOS
NCC-1701-REFIT
NCC-1701-A

If you need timing for a different ship, please "Email sales@starling-tech.com" before buying, and
we will let you know if it is possible.
If you need custom user adjustable flash rates, please see Board
Model #NCC-1701-REFIT-A . It has a full range of adjustment for strobes and running lights.
Board contains circuit for Navigational Strobe and Navigational Running lights. Built using high
quality components for longevity, and small enough to fit inside the model itself or its stand.
Section 1.
Circuit may be used to strobe 10 single LEDs in parallel or 10 pair of LEDs in parallel wiring 2
LEDs in series for a total of 20 LEDs, depending on your power supply, on both LED connections..
(note: Enterprise NCC-1701-A Model requires only 4 Nav strobes and 10 Nav Running lights).
Easy connection via a 2 pin header block. (JST connectors may be used.) Easily select your ship by
dip switch.
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Powered by 9volt or 12 volt power supply either by battery or by a "Regulated" DC power supply
adapter that you plug in to the wall(Not Included).
Section 2. Connections

Warning : Protect Board from electrostatic discharge. Ground yourself before handling.

Protect bottom of board from shorting against anything metal. If using the corner holes to mount the board, be
sure to use insulated washers between the board and mounting area.
All important areas of the board have been clearly marked. If you have trouble reading areas of your board,
please refer to the photo above.

Connect a 9v battery connector or a regulated power supply (that supplies 9 to 12 volts) to the
terminals marked 9v -12v using JST style connectors. Red wire to + black wire to -. If you are using a DC
wall adapter, test that it is regulated to make sure it is putting out your desired voltage. Many adapters are not
regulated and if not under a load, will put out more voltage than is stated on the adapter. Example: A 9v DC
adapter may actually put out 13v. This is not good for your LEDs and if you are calculating the resistors for 9v,
may even burn out the LEDs.
If this is your situation, you can purchase an adjustable voltage regulator. You plug your power supply into its
input and connect your devices to its output. Then adjust the trimpot to your desired voltage.
You can find one on ebay or other online electrons stores.
How to use a wall Adapter
Make sure the wall adapter is a regulated power supply or purchase an adjustable voltage regular mentioned in the
paragraph above.

The simplest way of using a wall adapter is to cut off the round connector on the end, separate the two
wires, and check the polarity with a volt meter. Mark the positive using tape, so there is no confusion,
and make the connections to the board.
The other option, which looks better and more professional, would be to measure the round connector
and its internal pin. Then find a "dc power jack socket connector" to match. I used a laptop power
adapter and found a "dc power jack socket connector" that mounts to a laptop. Solder wires to the
connector and mount the connector to the base. You can find them on Ebay or check out several
electronics stores. They usually list the measurements.
You may also be able to find a kit that includes the socket as well as the male end that matches it.
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You would cut your adapters end off and replace it with the one in the kit.

Photo of a laptop style DC power jack socket.

Section 3. LEDs Example setup for NCC-1701-A

Stated earlier only 4 lights for the strobes and 10 lights for the Nav Running lights will be needed.
You will need :
10: 3mm white L.E.D.s
2: 3mm green L.E.D.s
2: 3mm red L.E.D.s
Wire of choice: I use 22 AWG at the board and connect 24 or 26 AWG to the 22 AWG wired up to
the LEDs.
You may use all white L.E.D.s instead if you would like to paint the other four using acrylic Clear Green and
Clear Red.
Decide on what voltage you are going to use, 9 or 12 volts, and Goto
http://led.linear1.org/led.wiz
The LED wizard will help you choose the resistors needed to cut down the voltage to what the LED needs to
run correctly.
Decide if you want to connect your lights in series or in parallel. If you decide to use in series, should one
LED burn out, all others in the chain will not light.(Example: If you use the 10pair setup, as mentioned above,
and one led in one of the pairs burns out, both leds in that pair will not light. All other pairs will still be lit.)
The life expectancy of an led is 100,000 hrs. so this should not be an issue.
Definitions for the LEDwizard questions.
Source Voltage : This would be 9 or 12 , whatever you choose for your project.
Diode forward voltage: This depends on your LED, check its specifications. A white or blue is usually 3volts.
Red is usually 2 volts.
Diode forward current: This is usually 20ma. You could use 15ma to extend the life of the LED and dim it
slightly. Do not exceed 20ma, this will shorten the lifespan of the LED. Again, check the specifications.
Number of LEDs in your array: If you choose parallel, enter 1. If you decide on series, using 9volts, do not
exceed 2 3volt LEDs for Strobe or Nav Running. Doing so, your light will be quite dim or not light at all,
Experiment.

Experiment with your resistor/LED combinations. If you want a dimmer light, use a higher rated
resistor.
For more help on LEDs and Resistors, goto http://www.theledlight.com/ledcircuits.html.
They have a very easy tutorial.
Also note what wattage rating the wizard recommends for the resistor, either 1/4 or 1/2 watt.

Wiring:
When wiring to the 2 LED board connections, do not connect the ground with another common
ground within your model. Mark your wires and keep each ground and positive with the set of
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LEDs you wish to strobe. You don’t want to mix them up and find out later you have to sort
through a nest of wires.
Below is an example of LEDs in Parallel and Series.

LEDs. have a short leg and a long leg. The long leg is usually the positive.
The parallel setup above draws 60ma of current where as the series setup below only draws
20ma.
You can run more LEDs using less amps running in series, but at a risk of having more lights go
out if one burns out. The life expectancy of an led is 100,000 hrs. so this should not be an issue.

In series setup, you can run as many LEDS as your selected voltage will allow. Example,
you can run 3 3volt LEDs in series on 9 volts with no resistor needed. You could run 4 3volt
LEDs in series on 12volts with no resistor. (Note: Model #S-N-S1 board supports a max of 2
3volt LEDs in a series chain for 9volts.)
In Series setup, should one burn out, the others in that chain will not light.The life expectancy of
an led is 100,000 hrs. so this should not be an issue.

Your power supply must also support the current required by the LEDs.
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Example of max Led setup.
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Section 4. Pre-Timing
Warning : Protect Board from electrostatic discharge. Ground yourself before handling.

Protect bottom of board from shorting against anything metal. If using the corner holes to mount the board, be
sure to use insulated washers between the board and mounting area.
All important areas of the board have been clearly marked. If you have trouble reading areas of your board,
please refer to the photo above. Be sure of your +(positive) and -(grounds).

With the Model # S-N-S1 Pre-timed Nav Flasher board, you no longer need to worry about setting
the the proper timing to the navigational lights on your particular ship. The dip switch in the photo
above is where you set the board to the ship light timing.
Dip Switch Settings:

NCC-1701 TOS:
1 on 2 off (Only use the connection marked “STROBE". There are “NO” other nav
running lights available on the TOS Enterprise.
NCC-1701 REFIT : 1 off 2off
NCC-1701 A:
1 off 2 on
setting 4 fade

Below the circuit board, there is a 5v voltage regulator. This may feel warm to the touch at
times, this is normal.
If using metal screws to mount this board through the 4 provided holes, please use insulated washers
underneath board to protect from shorting. An example of an insulated washer would be the
cardboard type used when installing mother boards in to PC computer cases. You can also Epoxy or
hot glue though the holes to hold it in place, instead of screws

Wiring:

When wiring to the 2 LED board connections, do not connect the ground with another common
ground within your model. Mark your wires and keep each ground and positive with the set of LEDs
you wish to strobe. You don’t want to mix them up and find out later you have to sort through a nest
of wires.

Section 6. Specificatons
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Warning : Protect Board from electrostatic discharge. Ground yourself before
handling.

Protect bottom of board from shorting against anything metal. If using the corner holes to mount the board, be
sure to use insulated washers between the board and mounting area.
Board dimension: Approximately1 3/8" x 1 3/4"

Board supported voltage: 9volt - 12 volts battery or Regulated DC wall adapter.
Max LEDs: 10 pair of leds in parallel wiring 2 leds in series for a total of 20 leds on each circuit.

Section 7. Alternative Uses
The S-N-S1 Flasher board can also be used in other projects and hobbies
where the provided flash rates, or requested flash rates, are desired, such as planes, towers,
ships, etc. The strobe effect may also be desired for use as a signaling device for emergencies.

All photos contained in this document are property of Starling technologies. This
document may not be copied, sold or transfered without permission.
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